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1 Introduction
One of the fastest growing areas of theory and application of computer technology
is network-aware computing, supporting new programming languages and theories
that exploit code mobility through a basic interaction mechanism within a distrib-
uted system. Among the approaches used to cope with the complexities of the
resulting systems, besides the synchronous communication paradigm used for in-
stance by the π-calculus, a prominent role is played by those based on Linda [11],
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Figure 1. An initial execution sequence for the Simple Mobile Robot example.
extended with multiple tuple data spaces distributed over network nodes. In this
paper, we are concerned with Klaim (Kernel Language for Agents Interaction and
Mobility) which is an experimental Linda-inspired project, including various pro-
gramming languages for mobile computing [3]. It comprises a set of coordination
primitives (in particular, those needed to support asynchronous message passing),
a set of operators for building processes taken from process algebras and a few con-
structs for sequential programming. The way Klaim diﬀers from more standard
programming frameworks is in its support of explicit localities which are ﬁrst-class
data that can be manipulated by active processes, and coordination primitives for
controlled interactions among processes located at network’s localities.
To introduce the basic concepts of the mobility paradigm used in this paper,
we will use the simple mobile robot running example (SMR) illustrated in ﬁgure 1.
The robot operates within a network consisting of three diﬀerent explicitly named
localities: 0, 1 and 2. Each locality owns its local storage space, called tuple space,
which can hold tuples of data deposited and removed by (migrating) processes. In
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our case, we assume that each such tuple is a singleton locality 4 ; for example, in
Stage 1 the tuple space of locality 0 contains one tuple 〈1〉 which contains the name
of locality 1, and in Stage 3 the tuple space of locality 2 is empty. There is only
one process SMR in our example, which is depicted as a shaded square moving
around the network (initially, in Stage 1, a starter in locality 0 deploys the robot
in locality 1). In addition to being mobile, SMR keeps its own private data — a
network locality (initially, the data is equal to 0, i.e., the locality of the starter).
The intended behavior the robot can be understood as the follows: SMR wants to
discover where to move next by picking up a tuple from the tuple space of its current
location and, before moving there, it outputs as a new tuple its private data and
updates the private data by storing the locality of the current node. Intuitively,
this can be seen as an indeﬁnite loop:
FOREVER DO
input locality u
output previously stored locality
store the current locality
move to u
In ﬁgure 1 we show eight consecutive stages the system can go through after being
initialised in the state given as Stage 1. Since each of the localities contains exactly
one tuple at the beginning, the whole system is deterministic and non-terminating.
With more data, the behaviour would be non-deterministic, and with less data, it
would be terminating.
The ever increasing complexity of mobile applications means that the need for
their eﬀective analysis and veriﬁcation is now paramount. This paper aims at
addressing this need by making techniques and tools developed within Petri nets
theory, in particular those based on explicit causality and concurrency, accessible
to the developers of mobile computing systems. More speciﬁcally, we shall concen-
trate on a semantics preserving translation from a basic Klaim-inspired process
algebra to high level Petri nets. The translation is devised for process terms from
ToyKlaim, which is basically the cKlaim [3] extended with a few features taken
from StockKlaim [8]. This yields, through the standard theory of Petri nets, a
formal semantics for mobility allowing one to deal directly with concurrency and
causality. The new representation should also be useful for automatically verifying
behavioural properties using suitable model-checking techniques and tools.
The paper is structured in the following way. We ﬁrst describe the syntax and
semantics of ToyKlaim. After that we introduce the net algebra used in our
translation from ToyKlaim to Petri nets, which is followed by the translation
itself. We also establish behavioural equivalence of the resulting Petri net model
and the original ToyKlaim expression (all proofs of formal results are presented
in the appendix).
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of high-level Petri
4 We keep the data exchanged among processes deliberately simple in order to focus on the key issues
involved in the modelling of mobility aspects.
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(Com) N1 ‖N2 ≡ N1 ‖N2
(Assoc) (N1 ‖N2) ‖N3 ≡ N1 ‖ (N2 ‖N3)
(Abs) l :: P ≡ l :: (P |nil)
(PrInv) l :: A(n1, . . . , nmA) ≡ l :: {n1/u1, . . . , nmA/umA}PA
(Clone) l :: (P1|P2) ≡ l :: P1 ‖ l :: P2
Table 1
Structural equivalence.
nets; however, we shall provide enough intuition to make the paper accessible to
those not really expert in this ﬁeld.
2 The ToyKlaim process algebra
We start by giving the syntax and semantics of ToyKlaim which is basically the
cKlaim [3] extended with a few features (like non-deterministic choice) taken from
StockKlaim [8].
We assume that L is a set of localities ranged over by l, l′, l1, . . . and U is a disjoint
set of locality variables ranged over by u, v,w, u′, v′, w′, u1, v1, w1, . . . Their union,
together with the distinguished locality self, forms the set of names N ranged over
by n, n′, n0, n1, . . .; i.e., N = L unionmulti U unionmulti {self}. In addition, A = {A1, . . . , AK} is a
ﬁnite set of process identiﬁers, each identiﬁer A ∈ A having an arity mA ≥ 0.
The deﬁnition of toyKLAIM comes in four parts, viz. networks, 5 actions,
processes and templates:
N ::= l :: P  l :: 〈l〉  N ‖N (networks)
a ::= out(n)@n  newloc(u)  in(t)@n  eval(A(n1, . . . , nmA))@n
(actions)
P ::= nil  A(n1, . . . , nmA)  a .P  P + P  P |P (processes)
t ::= n  !u (templates)
Moreover, for each process identiﬁer A ∈ A, there is exactly one globally available
deﬁnition of the form A(u1, . . . , umA)
df
= PA, where ui 	= uj for i 	= j. The structural
equivalence ≡ on networks is the smallest congruence such that the equalities in
table 1 hold (note that {n1/u1, . . . , nmA/umA} denotes substitution).
Networks. These are ﬁnite (ﬂat, due to the rules Com and Assoc) collections
of localised data and processes. It is possible to think of a network as a collection
of uniquely named localities, each locality comprising its own data space and/or a
(concurrent) process which runs there (see the Clone rule).
5 The original term used in Klaim is ‘nets’ rather than ‘networks’, but in our case we prefer to change it
in order to avoid a likely confusion with ‘Petri nets’.
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Actions. These are the basic (atomic) operations executed by processes: (i)
out(n′)@n deposits a fresh copy of the locality denoted by n′ inside the locality
addressed by n; (ii) in(t)@n retrieves an item matching the template t from the
locality n; (iii) eval(A(n1, . . . , nmA))@n launches a new instance of the process
identiﬁed by A in the locality n; and (iv) newloc(u) creates a fresh network local-
ity (with the nil process) whose address is passed to the system using the locality
variable u. Note that the special meaning of the distinguished locality self is that
it refers to the locality address at which an action is executed. Note also that
instantiating a process in an arbitrary locality allows one to model mobility.
Processes. These are the only computational units, acting upon the data stored
at various localities, creating new locations and spawning new processes. The al-
gebra of processes is built upon the (terminated) process nil and three composition
operators: preﬁxing by an action (a .P ), choice (P1 +P2), and parallel composition
(P1|P2).
Binding and well-formedness. Preﬁxes newloc(u) .P and in(!u)@n .P (i.e.,
location creation and input) bind the locality variable u within P , and we then
denote by fv(P ) the free variables of P (and similarly for networks). Note that a
variable (if used several times in a process deﬁnition) may have free and (possibly
many) bound occurrences. For instance, the ﬁrst occurrence of u in in(!u)@u .nil
is bound, while the second is free.
As usual, processes are deﬁned up to the alpha-conversion, meaning that
bound variables may be coherently renamed avoiding potential clashes. Moreover,
{n/u, . . .}P is obtained from P by replacing all free occurrences of u by n, etc,
possibly after alpha-converting P in order to avoid clashes; e.g.,
{l/v′, u/u′}in(!u)@v′ .out(u)@w .A(u′) = in(!u′′)@l .out(u′′)@w .A(u).
Note that self is a locality, not a variable, and so it is never free. For a
process deﬁnition as above, we assume that fv(PA) ⊆ {u1, . . . , umA}, so that the
free variables of PA are in fact parameter bound.
Given a network N, one can apply alpha-conversion so as to obtain a well-
formed network deﬁnition. By this we mean that no variable across the net-
work and process deﬁnitions is both free and bound, and no variable ever gen-
erates more than one binding. Moreover, we assume that there are no free vari-
ables in the network (a variable u may only yield evolutions if it occurs un-
der the scope of an in(!u) or newloc(u), or as a formal parameter). For in-
stance, l :: in(!u)@u . out(self)@l′ .nil, l :: out(u)@self . in(!u)@self .nil and
l :: in(!u)@self . in(!u)@l .nil are not well-formed networks because, in the ﬁrst
two, u is both bound and free, and in the third one u is bound twice.
A recursive behaviour can be achieved in at least two diﬀerent ways. One is
process instantiation (which will be called ‘explicit creation’), possibly at the current
location. For example, l :: eval(A(l′, l′′))@self .nil with
A(u, v)
df
= out(v)@u . eval(A(u, v))@self .nil
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(Par)
L  N
act
−−−→ L′  N′
L  N ‖N′′
act
−−−→ L′  N′ ‖N′′
L  N′′ ‖N
act
−−−→ L′  N′′ ‖N′
(Sum1)
L  l :: P
act
−−−→ L′  N′
L  l :: P + P ′
act
−−−→ L′  N′
L  l :: P ′ + P
act
−−−→ L′  N′
(Sum2)
L  l :: P ‖ l′ :: 〈l′′〉
act
−−−→ L′  N′
L  l :: P + P ′ ‖ l′ :: 〈l′′〉
act
−−−→ L′  N′
L  l :: P ′ + P ‖ l′ :: 〈l′′〉
act
−−−→ L′  N′
(Struct)
N ≡ N1 L  N1
act
−−−→ L′  N2 N2 ≡ N
′
L  N
act
−−−→ L′  N′
Table 2
Operational semantics rules I.
will be indeﬁnitely depositing copies of the location l′′ from the locality with address
l to the data space of the locality addressed by l′. However, a side-eﬀect of such a
deﬁnition is that the action eval(A(l′, l′′))@self will also be executed and recorded
in the operational semantics. This may or may not be desirable, and so we have
another way of eﬀecting a recursive behaviour (always at the current location)
through a declaration l :: A′(l′, l′′) with
A′(u, v)
df
= out(v)@u .A′(u, v) .
In such a case, instantiating successive copies of A′() will take place without execut-
ing any visible activating actions (this will be called ‘direct call’). In our translation
to Petri nets, to produce the same eﬀect, we will either use a special marking equi-
valence or silent call/uncall transitions (see section 5).
Running example. Using ToyKlaim’s syntax and 0, 1, 2 as localities, we model
the example robot SMR as:
0 :: eval(SMR(0))@1 .nil ‖ 0 :: 〈1〉 ‖ 1 :: 〈2〉 ‖ 2 :: 〈0〉
with the recursive process deﬁnition given by:
SMR(u1)
df
= in(!u)@self . out(u1)@self . eval(SMR(self))@u .nil .
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(Out)
if n0 = self then l
′ = l else l′ = n0
if n1 = self then l
′′ = l else l′′ = n1
L  l :: out(n1)@n0 .P
o(l,l′′,l′)
−−−−−−−→ L  l :: P ‖ l′ :: 〈l′′〉
(Eval)
if n0 = self then l
′ = l else l′ = n0
if ni = self then l
′′
i = l else l
′′
i = ni (i = 1, . . . ,mA)
L  l :: eval(A(n1 . . . nmA))@n0 .P
c(l,A(l′′1 ...l
′′
mA
),l′)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ L  l :: P ‖ l′ :: {l′′1/u1 . . . l
′′
mA
/umA}PA
(InVar)
if n0 = self then l
′ = l else l′ = n0
L  l :: in(!u)@n0 .P ‖ l
′ :: 〈l′′〉
i(l,l′′,l′)
−−−−−−−→ L  l :: {l′′/u}P ‖ l′ :: nil
(InLoc)
if n0 = self then l
′ = l else l′ = n0
if n1 = self then l
′′ = l else l′′ = n1
L  l :: in(n1)@n0 .P ‖ l
′ :: 〈l′′〉
i(l,l′′,l′)
−−−−−−−→ L  l :: P ‖ l′ :: nil
(New)
l′ /∈ L
L  l :: newloc(u) .P
n(l,l′)
−−−−−−−→ L ∪ {l′}  l :: {l′/u}P ‖ l′ :: nil
Table 3
Operational semantics rules II.
2.1 Operational semantics
The operational semantics of networks and processes is detailed in tables 2 and 3.
It is based on the structural equivalence deﬁned above (see the Struct rule) and
labelled transition rules augmented with an explicit information about known loc-
alities (the sets L,L′ ⊂ L): L  N
act
−−−→ L′  N′, where act is the record of an
execution of a preﬁx and loc(N) ⊆ L ⊆ L′ ⊇ loc(N′), with loc(N) (resp. loc(N′))
denoting the set of localities other than self present in N (resp. in N′). The act
can be o(l, l′′, l′) or i(l, l′′, l′) or c(l, A(l1, . . . , lmA), l
′) or n(l, l′), where the initial
symbol identiﬁes the type of action, l the locality where the action is executed, l′
identiﬁes the locality where the action takes eﬀect, and l′′ is a parameter (argument
of the action). For instance, action c(l, A(l′′), l′) means that, from location l, an
instance of process A is launched at location l′ with an eﬀective parameter l′′, while
i(l, l′′, l′) records the execution at l of an input of l′′ from location l′.
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Running example. In our robot example, where we use i to denote location i,
the ﬁrst two execution steps have the full form
{0, 1, 2}  0 :: eval(SMR(0))@1 .nil ‖ 0 :: 〈1〉 ‖ 1 :: 〈2〉 ‖ 2 :: 〈0〉
c(0,SMR(0),1)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
{0, 1, 2}  1 :: in(!u)@self .out(1)@self . eval(SMR(self))@u .nil ‖
0 :: nil ‖ 0 :: 〈1〉 ‖ 1 :: 〈2〉 ‖ 2 :: 〈0〉
i(1,2,1)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
{0, 1, 2}  1 :: out(1)@self . eval(SMR(self))@2 .nil ‖
0 :: nil ‖ 0 :: 〈1〉 ‖ 2 :: 〈0〉
and can be derived using rules Par, Struct and Eval (for the ﬁrst) and Par,
Struct and InVar (for the second). Then, using the notation for the intermediate
states [data in loc 0: data in loc 1: data in loc 2] and omitting the process part
of a state as well as the (unchanging) set of known localities L = {0, 1, 2}, the
beginning of the execution sequence of our robot is:
[1 : 2 : 0]
c(0,SMR(0),1)
−−−−−−−→ [1 : 2 : 0]
i(1,2,1)
−−−→ [1 : : 0]
o(1,0,1)
−−−→
[1 : 0 : 0]
c(1,SMR(1),2)
−−−−−−−→ [1 : 0 : 0]
i(2,0,2)
−−−→ [1 : 0 : ]
o(2,1,2)
−−−→
[1 : 0 : 1]
c(2,SMR(2),0)
−−−−−−−→ [1 : 0 : 1] · · ·
Notice that the behaviour of the robot strongly depends on the initial data
stored in the localities. It can be deterministic and non-terminating (as above),
deterministic and terminating (if we remove any of the initial three data items),
non-deterministic and non-terminating (if we add, say, 0 :: 〈2〉 to our initial spe-
ciﬁcation), or non-deterministic and terminating (if we add 1 :: 〈0〉 to our initial
speciﬁcation and remove 0 :: 〈1〉, for example).
3 An algebra of nets
The development of our Petri net model, called k-nets, has been inspired by the
box algebra [1,2,10] and by the p-net algebra used in [9] to translate π-calculus
terms. In particular, we use coloured tokens and read-arcs (allowing any number
of transitions to simultaneously check for the presence of a resource stored in a
place [6]). Transitions in k-nets have the following labels: (i) o to denote outputting
of data to data spaces; (ii) i to denote retrieving of data from data spaces; (iii) n
to denote creating of new localities; (iv) cA to denote a creation of an instance of
the process A; and (v) τ to denote auxiliary silent transitions (used only in the ﬁrst
form of translation for direct procedure calls).
A key idea behind our translation is to view the system as consisting of a main
program together with a number of procedure declarations. We represent the control
structure of the main program and the procedures using disjoint unmarked Petri
nets, one for the main program and each of the procedure declarations. Moreover,
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each procedure call has a corresponding (possibly hidden) call transition in the Petri
net.
The program is executed once, while each procedure can be invoked several
times (even concurrently), each such invocation being modelled by a ﬁring of a call
transition and uniquely identiﬁed by a coloured token whose colour corresponds
to the sequence of calls along the execution path leading to that invocation. For
instance, if t1 and t2 are two call transitions of the same procedure, the token
t1t2 ﬂowing in the Petri net corresponding to the declaration of the procedure,
denotes the recursive invocation of the procedure where t2 is launched from t1.
That this path is suﬃcient to identify an invocation follows from the fact that a
given transition may be activated many times, but each time with a diﬀerent path.
With this in mind, we use the notion of a trail σ to denote a ﬁnite (possibly empty)
sequence of procedure call transitions (i.e., those labelled by cA and τ) of a k-net.
The places of the nets which are responsible for control ﬂow carry tokens which are
trails. (The empty trail , used for the main program, will be treated as the usual
‘black’ token.) Procedure invocation is then possible if each of the input places of a
transition t labelled with cA (and similarly for silent calls) contains the same trail
token σ. These tokens are then removed and a new token σt is inserted in each
initial (entry) place of the net representing the process PA deﬁning A(. . .), together
with other tokens representing the actual parameters.
Places in k-nets are labelled in ways reﬂecting their intended role:
• Control ﬂow places: These model control ﬂow and are labelled by their status
symbols (internal places by i, and interface places by e and x, for entry and exit,
respectively). The tokens they carry are simply the trails σ.
• Locality places (or loc-places): These carry structured tokens representing local-
ities known and used by the main program and procedure invocations. Each such
token, called a trailed locality, is of the form σ.l where σ is a trail and l is a locality
in L. Intuitively, σ identiﬁes the invocation in which the token is available, while
l provides its value. In the diagrams, locality places have thick borders and are la-
belled by the localities, locality variables and distinguished names. For example,
if a loc-place u contains a trailed locality σ.l then this means that some procedure
invocation corresponding to trail σ has the value of its locality variable u set to
l. Loc-places labelled by self or selfi indicate where processes are executed.
• Tuple-space place: This is a distinguished place, labelled by TS, used to represent
all data stored at various locations. It will store tokens of the form l :: 〈l′〉, each
such token corresponding to a l :: 〈l′〉 component in the process algebra.
• New-location place: This again is a distinguished place, labelled by NL and con-
taining all fresh (i.e., unused) localities which can then be picked up by the
n-labelled transitions in order to incarnate new network localities.
All the loc-places as well as the tuple-space and new-location places will be collect-
ively known as store places.
Directed arcs and read arcs are labelled by (one or many) annotations of the
kind ω, ω.z, ωt, ωt.x, x, x :: 〈y〉, where ω, x, y, z are (high-level Petri net) variables
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and t is a (Petri net) transition name.
The nets used in this paper are composable high-level Petri nets with read arcs.
Deﬁnition 3.1 An (unmarked) k-net, is a triple N = (Sf unionmulti Ss, T, ι), where: Sf
and Ss are ﬁnite disjoint sets of, respectively, control-ﬂow and store places; T is a
ﬁnite set of transitions disjoint from Sf and Ss; and ι is an annotation function
deﬁned for the places, transitions, and arcs between places and transitions. The
arcs may be either directed (in ((Sf ∪ Ss)× T ) ∪ (T × (Sf ∪ Ss))) or undirected 6
(in {{s, t} | s ∈ (Sf ∪ Ss) ∧ t ∈ T}).
It is assumed that the following hold:
• For every control ﬂow place s in Sf , ι(s) is a pair (λ,D), where λ ∈ {e, i, x}
is a label giving the status of the place (entry, internal or exit, respectively),
determining its role during the application of composition operators. The second
component, D, is the type set of s, meaning that s can only contain tokens from
the set 7 D. In what follows, we denote by ◦N and N◦, respectively, the sets of
entry places and exit places of N (forming the entry and exit interfaces of the
k-net).
• For every store place s in Ss, ι(s) is a pair (λ,D), where λ is a label (such as TS
or NL or a locality), and D is again the type set of s, meaning that s can only
contain tokens from the set 8 D.
At most one store place with a given label λ is allowed to be present in N .
• For every t in T , ι(t) is a label — a term with variables — representing what is
visible from outside when the transition ﬁres (concrete labels will be introduced
later on). An example of transition label is a term i(z, y, x) with variables z, y
and x. Intuitively, a transition label can be thought of as a function from variable
bindings to Klaim preﬁxes.
• For every arc a, either undirected (a = {s, t}) or directed from a place to a
transition (a = (s, t)) or from a transition to a place (a = (t, s)), ι(a) is an
annotation which is a set of terms with variables (concrete annotations will be
introduced later on). An example of term used in arc annotations is a variable ω
or a tuple (pair) ωt.x, where ω and x are variables.
As usual, we shall only draw arcs with non-empty annotations (the arcs for
which the annotation function ι returns the empty set are treated as non-existent).
We shall also assume that each variable has an associated domain of possible values,
and for each transition t, if {ξ1, . . . , ξn} denotes the variables occurring in the label
of t and on the arcs adjacent to t, we shall denote by 
 a binding assigning to
each variable ξi a value in its domain. We shall only consider in the following legal
bindings, i.e., such that for each arc a between t and s, if  ∈ ι(a), the evaluation
6 In our translation, undirected arcs will only connect store places to transitions, but the deﬁnition given
here allows for more ﬂexibility.
7 In our translation, D = {σ | σ is a trail}, meaning that s can only contain trails, i.e., control ﬂow tokens.
8 In our translation, for a locality place, D = {σ.l | σ is a trail and l is a locality}; for a TS place,
D = {l :: 〈l′〉 | l, l′ are localities}; for a NL place, D is the set of all localities.
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of  under the binding 
 (denoted 
()) will deliver a value allowed in s. Moreover,
the observed label of a transition ﬁred under binding 
 will be denoted by 
(ι(t)).
Dynamics. A transition may be ﬁred under a binding mapping 
 assigning values to
the variables occurring around it. The transition then has to ‘check for the presence
of’ or ‘absorb’ or ‘produce tokens’ of the kind 
(ω), 
(ω).
(z), 
(ω)t, 
(ω)t.
(x), 
(x),

(x) :: 〈
(y)〉.
A marking M of a k-net N is a function assigning to each place s a multiset of
tokens belonging to its type. A marked k-net will be denoted by (N,M). Below
we use ⊕ and  to denote respectively multiset sum and diﬀerence. Moreover, if
M and M′ are multisets over the same set of elements Z then M≥M′ will mean
that M(z) ≥M′(z), for all z ∈ Z.
Let M be a marking of N , t be any transitions, and 
 be a binding for t. Then
we denote by Mt,in and M

t,out two markings such that, for every place s,
Mt,in(s)
df
=
⊕
∈ι((s,t))
{
()} and Mt,out(s)
df
=
⊕
∈ι((t,s))
{
()} .
A transition t will be enabled (i.e., allowed to be ﬁred) under the binding 
 if,
for every place s ∈ Sf ∪Ss, M(s) ≥Mt,in(s) and, moreover, 
() ∈M(s) for every
 ∈ ι({s, t}). An enabled t may then be ﬁred, which transforms M into a new
marking M′ in such a way that, for each place s ∈ Sf ∪ Ss:
M′(s) = M(s)Mt,in(s)⊕M

t,out(s) .
This will be denoted by (N,M)
(ι(t))
−−−→ (N,M′) and moves of this type will be used in
the deﬁnition of the labelled transition system generated by a k-net from an initial
marking. For instance, in ﬁgure 5, transition t1 may be ﬁred under the binding
 = {ω → , x → 1, x1 → 0, z → 0}. Its ﬁring consumes the -token in the entry
place, checks the presence of tokens .0, .1 and .0 in the loc-places self1, 1 and
0, respectively, and produces: -token in the leftmost internal place, t1-token in the
upper internal place, t1.1-token in the place selfSMR, and t1.0-token in the place
u1. Thus we have:
(N,M)
c(0,SMR(0),1)
−−−−−−−→ (N,M′)
where the two marked k-nets are shown in ﬁgure 5.
Composition operators
Since the translation is meant to be syntax driven, we need operators corresponding
to those in ToyKlaim, allowing one to construct k-nets compositionally. These
operators are preﬁxing (N .N ′), choice (N + N ′) and parallel composition (N |N ′).
In particular, all three operators merge the store places (i.e., loc-places, TS and NL)
with the same label, while keeping the arcs and arc annotations around them in N
and N ′; this corresponds to the asynchronous links used in [10]. For two operand
nets, their transitions and control ﬂow places are made disjoint before applying a
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composition operator, in order to allow to properly handle the cases when, e.g.,
N = N ′.
In the choice composition, similar to the choice operation in the box algebra [1],
the entry and exit places of N and N ′ are combined together through a cartesian
product. This has the following eﬀect: if we start from a situation where each
entry place contains a copy of a common trail token σ, then either N or N ′ can be
executed under that trail.
The preﬁxing operator combines the exit place of the preﬁx N with the entry places
of N ′ into internal places, and the eﬀect is that the execution of N after reaching
the terminal marking, where the only exit place is marked, is followed by that of
N ′.
The parallel composition of N and N ′ puts them side by side allowing to execute
both parts in parallel.
The operators we shall use to combine k-nets are suitably adapted instances of
those deﬁned within PBC and its various extensions [1,10]. In particular, the way
in which the store places are handled when composing nets is directly inspired by
the asynchronous communication construct of APBC [10].
In the following, we assume that Ni = (S
f
i unionmultiS
s
i , Ti, ιi) (i = 1, 2) are two disjoint
unmarked k-nets such that, for any s1 ∈ S
s
1 and s2 ∈ S
s
2, if ι1(s1) = (λ,D1) and
ι2(s2) = (λ,D2), then D1 = D2, i.e., store places labelled in the same way also have
the same type sets. The operations to be deﬁned next are all illustrated in ﬁgure 2.
Preﬁxing. N1 .N2 is deﬁned if N1 has a unique e-place and a unique x-place, and
is obtained through the following procedure:
• N1 and N2 are put side by side.
• For every s2 ∈
◦N2, we create a new place s
′
2 with the status i and such that each
arc a between si and t ∈ Ti, for i ∈ {1, 2}, is replaced by an arc of the same kind
(directed to or from, or undirected) and with the same annotation, between s′2
and t. Then the only x-place s1 of N1 and the e-places of N2 are deleted.
• Store places with the same label and the same type are ‘merged’ into a store place
with the same label and type, and with all the arcs and annotations linking them
to the transitions in N1 and N2 being inherited by the new store place.
Choice. N1 + N2 is obtained through the following procedure:
• N1 and N2 are put side by side.
• For every s1 ∈
◦N1 and every s2 ∈
◦N2, we create a new place s with the status
e and such that each arc a between si and t ∈ Ti, for i ∈ {1, 2}, is replaced by
an arc of the same kind (directed to or from, or undirected) and with the same
annotation, between s and t.
Similarly, for every s1 ∈ N
◦
1 and every s2 ∈ N
◦
2 , we create a new place s with the
status x and connectivity deﬁned as above.
Then the e-places and x-places of N1 and N2 are deleted.
• Store places with the same label are ‘merged’ as in the preﬁx case.
Parallel Composition. N1|N2 is obtained through the following procedure:
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α β
e xω ω
ω.y ω.z
N1 α γ
e xω ω
ω.y ω.t
N2
αβ γ
e
i
xω ω ω ω
ω.tω.yω.yω.z
N1 .N2
αβ γe x
ω ω
ω ω
ω.y
ω.y ω.t
ω.z
N1 + N2
αβ γ
e x
e x
ω ω
ω ω
ω.y
ω.y ω.t
ω.z
N1 | N2
Figure 2. Illustration of the various operators deﬁned on k-nets (transition labels are omitted as they are
unaﬀected by the three operations).
• N1 and N2 are put side by side.
• Store places with the same label are ‘merged’ as in the preﬁx case.
4 Translating networks into Petri nets
We assume that the following indexed well-formed network N is to be translated:
L 
(
‖hi=1li :: Pi
)
‖
(
‖kj=1l
′
j :: 〈l
′′
j 〉
)
together with the necessary process identiﬁer deﬁnitions; we also assume that li 	=
li′ , for i 	= i
′. Note that h or k may be 0, in which case the parallel composition in
the middle is not present. We also assume, that each process identiﬁer A occurs at
least once in the network or process deﬁnitions.
Basic actions
The translation for the basic actions of toyKlaim is given in ﬁgure 3.
Input actions. We have two diﬀerent translations, depending on the form of the
template used.
The ﬁrst one, K(in(n′)@n), has to ﬁnd in the tuple-space place TS a matching
pair corresponding to the current values of n and n′, for the considered trail, and
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ei
x
n
′
n
self
TS
ω
ω
x::〈y〉ω.x
ω.y ω.z
K(in(n′)@n)
e
i
xu
n TS
self
ω
ω
x::〈y〉ω.x
ω.y ω.z
K(in(!u)@n)
e
o
x
n
′
n TS
self
ω
ω
x::〈y〉ω.x
ω.y ω.z
K(out(n′)@n)
e
n
x
u
NL
self
ω
ω
x
ω.x
ω.z
K(newloc(u))
e
cA
t
x
n1
nmA
n selfA
u1
umA
eAself
...
...
ω
ω
ωt.x
ωt.x1
ωt.xmA
ω.x
ω.x1
ω.xmA
ω.z ωt
K(eval(A(n1, . . . , nmA))@n), with A(u1, . . . , umA)
df
= PA
e
x
self
K(nil)
Figure 3. Translations for the basic actions. Here and later, transition labels are given in an abbreviated
form: i stands for i(z, y, x); o for o(z, y, x); n for n(z, x); and cA in this case for c((z), A((x1), . . ., (xmA )),
(x)).
only then the action can be executed (the eﬀect is that the matched pair x :: 〈y〉
disappears from the tuple-space place). We do not assume that n′, n and self are
distinct, and if some of them are the same, we collapse the corresponding loc-places,
and gather together (through union) the annotations of the corresponding read arcs.
In the extreme case, for K(in(self)@self), the three loc-places are collapsed into
a single one, labelled self, and the read-arc linking it with the only transition is
annotated by ω.x, ω.y and ω.z. Note that x represents the location (n′) from which
the input is done, y represents the input data (n′), and z represents the location
(self) where the input is executed (this will be used in the visible label of the
transition, when executed).
The second translation, K(in(!u)@n), where u is a variable, works similarly, except
that (one of) the value(s) corresponding in the tuple-space place TS to the locality
observed in n for the considered trail is deposited in the loc-place u. We do not
assume that n and self are distinct (while u, being a bound variable, is distinct),
and if they are the same, we collapse the corresponding loc-places, and gather
together the annotations of the read arcs.
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When ﬁred under a binding 
, in both cases, the translation generates the visible
label i(
(z), 
(y), 
(x)).
Output actions. In K(out(n′)@n), we do not assume that n′, n and self are
distinct, and if some of them are the same, we collapse the corresponding loc-
places, and gather together the annotations of the corresponding read arcs. The
meaning of n and n′ is the same as in the ﬁrst form of the input action, but here
one produces a pair x :: 〈y〉 in the tuple-space place. When ﬁred under a binding 
,
the net generates the visible label o(
(z), 
(y), 
(x)).
New location. In K(newloc(u)), executing the transition under a binding 
 gen-
erates the visible label n(
(z), 
(x)), and a fresh location 
(x) is taken from the
new-locality place and inserted into the place u.
Process creation. The translation K(eval(A(n1, . . . , nmA))@n) assumes that the
deﬁning equation for A is A(u1, . . . , umA)
df
= PA. We do not assume that self, n
and n1, . . . , nmA are diﬀerent, and if some of them are the same, we collapse the
corresponding loc-places, and gather together the annotations of the corresponding
read arcs. On the other hand, selfA, u1, . . . , umA , and eA are all distinct. In the
extreme case, for K(eval(A(self, . . . , self))@self), the mA + 2 loc-places on the
left are collapsed into a single one, labelled self, and the read-arc linking it with
the only transition is annotated by ω.z, ω.x, ω.x1, . . . , ω.xmA .
The idea of process creation is to spawn a new thread of activity within the sub-
net corresponding to the process identiﬁer deﬁnition. In particular, the paramet-
ers u1, . . . , umA are assigned values corresponding to the current locality values of
n1, . . . , nmA (notice that the newness of the thread is captured by extending the
trails of tokens residing in the places on the left of t to make them distinct from
any other tokens). Moreover, the auxiliary place labelled by eA will later (see Phase
III of the translation below) be used to start-oﬀ the ﬂow of control in the sub-net
corresponding to the process identiﬁer deﬁnition for that activation instance. When
ﬁred under a binding 
, the translation generates the visible label c(
(z), A(
(x1), . . .,

(xmA)), 
(x)).
Nil process. The translation, K(nil), without any transition, has three places
common to all the elementary translations.
4.1 Translation
Phase I. For each i ≤ h, hence for each li :: Pi component, we ﬁrst translate Pi
compositionally (i.e., homomorphically) into K(Pi). Notice that, while e denotes
control places, eA does not and is therefore subject to merging in the various net
constructions. After that, we change the (unique) loc-place label self into selfi.
The result is denoted K(li :: Pi).
See also ﬁgure 4 left for the result of Phase I for the running example.
Phase II. For each process deﬁnition A(u1, . . . , umA)
df
= PA, we ﬁrst translate
compositionally PA into K(PA). After that, we add loc-places labelled ui for each
i ≤ mA, unless such a place is already present. Finally, we re-label the only self
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loc-place to selfA, and if there is another loc-place selfA present
9 , we merge
them. The result is denoted K(A).
See also ﬁgure 4 right for the result of Phase II for the running example.
Phase III. We take the parallel composition of the K(A)’s and K(li :: Pi)’s, hence
merging the common store places. Then, if K(A) has r entry places, we create r
copies of the (unique) eA-labelled place and identify them with the entry places of
K(A) (with the same input arcs as the eA-labelled place and the same output arcs
as the entry places of K(A)). We then turn the entry and exit places of K(A) into
internal places.
After that we set the initial marking as follows: for i ≤ h, we insert .li into the
selfi-labelled place ( denoting the empty trail); each place labelled by a locality
l ∈ L (we assume that selfi 	∈ L∪U for each i) receives a token σ.l for each possible
trail σ; each entry place receives a single -token; for each l ∈ L \ L we insert a
single l-token into the NL-labelled place (if present); and for each j ≤ k, we insert
a single token l′j :: 〈l
′′
j 〉 into the TS-labelled place, creating the latter if not already
present (unless k = 0).
The result of the whole translation will be denoted by PN(N). Notice that, up
to now, τ transitions have not been used.
It may be observed that the initial marking of the constant locality places is
inﬁnite since there are inﬁnitely many possible σ’s. This is due to the fact that
we need to allow that each possible instance of a process may use such an explicit
locality (in contrast, for locality variable places, the marking is initially empty and
tokens are inserted progressively, when transitions under speciﬁc bindings are be-
ing ﬁred). There is a simpler translation, however, which relies on distinguishing
between the loc-places for the variables and for the explicit localities or the self
locality in the basic translations of ﬁgure 3: one simply has to replace the annota-
tions of the kind ω.x on the read-arcs around such an explicit locality place l (in
ﬁgure 3, one may see that no directed arc goes to or from such a place) by x, and
its initial marking by a single l-token.
There is another source of inﬁnity in markings: the new-location place NL con-
tains initially the inﬁnite token set L \ L. Two observations allow to tackle this
problem. First, if the model of a system does not need to use the newloc-preﬁx
(like in our running example), this place is disconnected and thus may be dropped.
Second, if this place is needed, its complement marking L\M(NL) is ﬁnite (initially,
it is L and it may only grow ﬁnitely, permanently representing the set of known
localities); hence, it is enough to record this complement marking instead of the
original one.
There is another simpliﬁcation which may be applied to the above translation
rules, which amounts to throwing away useless instances of the translation for nil.
One simply has to ﬁrst apply the following simpliﬁcations: K(P |nil) = K(nil|P )
K(P ) and K(a.nil) K(a) (notice that we already have that K(P +nil) = K(nil+
P ) = K(P )).
9 If, due to direct recursion, there is one or more eval(A(. . .)) in PA.
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Figure 4. Phase I (left) and II (right) of translation of the Simple Mobile Robot system, transition labels
have been abbreviated.
Running example. In the case of the simple mobile robot system, with the
ﬁrst two simpliﬁcations for the translation rules considered above, we get the net
represented in ﬁgure 5. The results of the ﬁrst evolution mentioned earlier on for
this system is also shown there.
Consistency result
For speciﬁcations without direct procedure calls (i.e., no usage of processes of the
kind A(n1, . . . , nmA); only actions eval(A(n1, . . . , nmA))@n are allowed), our trans-
lation yields a (sequential) Petri net semantics which coincides with the original
ToyKlaim operational semantics.
Theorem 4.1 For speciﬁcations without direct procedure calls, the net PN(N) has
ﬁnite structure and its labelled transition system corresponds in an operationally
strong way to the one generated by the rules in tables 2 and 3 for the original
network N.
The precise formulation and proof of this and subsequent results is presented in
the appendix. Note also that the above translation allows for direct concurrency
and causality analyses.
5 Direct procedure calls
In order to translate direct procedure calls, we have a choice between at least two
diﬀerent approaches which, though up to a certain extent equivalent, still exhibit
subtle diﬀerences.
The ﬁrst one is to use translation similar to that for procedure invocations in
ﬁgure 3, as shown in ﬁgure 6. The t transition is a silent procedure call activating
the body of the process and transmitting the parameters. It may happen, however,
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Figure 5. Translation of the Simple Mobile Robot system (top) and the net resulting from ﬁring of transition
t1 in the initial marking (the binding used is  = {ω → , x → 1, x1 → 0, z → 0}).
that PA cannot perform anything and the call occurs in a choice α + A(. . .); hence
it is necessary to roll back the call. This is realised by the ‘inverse’ transition,
t−1, acting as a silent uncall 10 . Note that in ToyKlaim’s syntax direct calls are
processes which, like nil, never terminate. As a consequence, the call and uncall
transitions do not need to be connected to the exit place. The rest of the translation
is as before. We will denote the resulting Petri net by PN′(N).
Theorem 5.1 The net PN′(N) has ﬁnite structure and its labelled transition system
corresponds in an operationally weak way to the one generated by the rules in tables 2
and 3 for the original network N.
10 If a direct call is guarded (preceded by a preﬁx), then the uncall transition is not necessary and the net
may be simpliﬁed.
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Figure 6. Translation K(A(n1, . . . , nmA )) of a direct call.
Besides leading to a weak equivalence, i.e., up to τ -transitions, this solution also
has some further drawbacks. In particular, it allows for divergent behaviours, i.e.,
an inﬁnite sequence of τ ’s from some point on. This may be due to an inﬁnite
sequence of call/uncall pairs t-t−1, i.e., a persistent lack of decision whether to
enter a process or not (or many processes if there is a choice of direct calls). This
may also be due to an inﬁnite sequence of t’s, corresponding to unguarded recursive
direct calls (as in A(x)
df
= A(0) + out(x)@self.nil). In any case, this may lead to
diﬃculties in the model checking of some properties.
In order to avoid problems introduced by the silent transitions, an alternat-
ive approach is to deﬁne an equivalence on markings generated by the τ -labelled
transitions, which eﬀectively are no longer needed and may thus be eliminated.
Deﬁnition 5.2 Let M1,M2 be two markings of N . Then M1 τ M2 iﬀ there is
a sequence of silent transitions t1, t2, . . . , tn in N with the corresponding bindings

1, 
2, . . . , 
n such that (N,M1) leads to (N,M2) through the ﬁring of t1, t2, . . . , tn
under those bindings.
Since the silent transitions always come in symmetric pairs in our translation, it
should be clear that this indeed deﬁnes an equivalence in any net obtained through
the translation PN. It is not diﬃcult to see that the above amounts to considering
marking equivalence generated by the following relations: for any marking M, for
any process identiﬁer A, for any call-like transition t of A, and for any trail σ,
M⊕ σ.MtR ⊕M
t
σ τ M⊕ σ.M
t
R ⊕M
A
σt ⊕ σt.M
t
O
where:
• MtR is any locality marking of the store places checked by t (i.e., referring to
ﬁgure 6, any l in the place corresponding to self through phase I or II, any li in
the diﬀerent places ni for i = 1, . . . ,mA, and nothing elsewhere).
• σ.M is the marking obtained by preﬁxing each token of M by “σ.”.
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• Mtσ is the marking with a token σ in each control ﬂow input place of t.
• MAσt is the marking with a token σt in each entry place of K(A).
• MtO is the locality marking of the output store places of t corresponding to
MtR. (i.e., l in the place selfA, li in the places ui for i=1, . . . ,mA, and nothing
elsewhere).
The rest of the translation is as for PN(N) (except that we drop the silent transitions
afterwards). We will denote the resulting Petri net by PN′′(N).
Theorem 5.3 The net PN′′(N) has ﬁnite structure and its labelled transition sys-
tem (up to the τ -equivalence classes of markings) corresponds in an operationally
strong way to the one generated by the rules in tables 2 and 3 for the original network
N.
6 Conclusions and future work
We succeeded in translating ToyKlaim speciﬁcations into the class of k-nets, thus
showing the expressive power of this class of Petri nets. This new semantics ex-
presses in a natural way the concurrency and the causality features and allows to
apply model checking techniques to verify their behavioural properties, which are
to be investigated next.
In our future work, we plan to treat other Klaim features, like general tuples,
as well. We also intend to deal with non-ﬂat locality names and distribution of
domain management, in eﬀect aiming at extending our results to X-Klaim [4] and
Ambient calculi [5], as well as higher level Klaim-like calculi capable of modelling
applets (see [7]). Finally, there is an urgent need to develop tools implementing
the proposed translation, simulate the (sequential and concurrent) evolutions of the
resulting Petri nets and to model-check their behavioural properties.
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A Appendix: Properties of the translation
We ﬁrst justify the ﬁrst part of theorems 4.1, 5.1 and 5.3.
Proposition A.1 (ﬁnite structure) PN(N), PN′(N) and PN′′(N) are k-nets with
ﬁnite number of places and transitions.
Proof The property follows from the following facts: (i) the number of recursive
deﬁnitions considered together with the network N is ﬁnite; (ii) both the processes
and the deﬁnitions have ﬁnite translations; and (iii) the parallel composition of Petri
nets derived in Phase I and II, and the transformations applied to it in Phase III
all preserve ﬁniteness. 
Note also that the property still holds for the simpliﬁed versions of the translation
considered in section 4.
To conclude our justiﬁcation of the three theorems, we will use labelled transition
systems. A complete behaviour of the network N can be represented by a labelled
transition system (or lts) derived using the rules described in section 2 and denoted
ltsN, the nodes being the reachable networks deﬁned up to alpha-conversion. Simil-
arly, the complete behaviour of the Petri net PN(N) is given by a labelled transition
systems derived using the rules described in section 3 (with single transition ﬁrings
and arcs of the transition system labels being generated as speciﬁed there, the nodes
being the reachable markings associated to the corresponding Petri net) and denoted
ltsPN(N). The same may be done for PN
′(N), as well as for PN′′(N), but for the lat-
ter the nodes are the equivalence classes [M]	τ of the reachable markings M, as
deﬁned in section 4, and there will be an arc (N, [M]	τ )
act
−−−→ (N, [M′]	τ ) iﬀ there
are markings M1 ∈ [M]	τ and M
′
1 ∈ [M
′]	τ such that (N,M1)
act
−−−→ (N,M′1) or,
equivalently, iﬀ (N,M)
τ
−−−→ · · ·
τ
−−−→
act
−−−→
τ
−−−→ · · ·
τ
−−−→ (N,M′). Then the second
part of the result stated as theorem 4.1 can be formulated and shown as follows.
Proposition A.2 ltsN and ltsPN(N) are strongly bisimilar transition systems.
Proof The result is a consequence of a number of observations made below. Let
us ﬁrst consider each component yielded by Phase I and II of the translation.
• If we forget about places other than the control ﬂow places, transition labels and
arc annotation ω, each net is basically a Petri box and so we may import here
some of the properties of the latter established in [1]:
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· The evolutions from the initial marking (with one token in each entry place)
respect the 1-safeness of the control-ﬂow places (i.e., at most one token is ever
present on any place), since so do the basic building blocks in ﬁgure 3. Moreover,
since there is no looping construct, each transition is ﬁred at most once.
· Preﬁxing corresponds to the sequence operator so that the behaviour of the res-
ult mimics the Eval, New, InLoc, InVar and Out rules, up to the renaming
mechanism, since the latter is taken care of by the merging of the loc-places.
· Choice oﬀers a mutually exclusive selection between two behaviours and thus
mimics the Sum1 and Sum2 rules, again up to renaming.
· Parallel composition oﬀers the behaviours of two operands in parallel and as
such mimics the Par rule, again up to the renaming mechanism.
· With the standard translation, due to the always-present terminal nil, the exit
places never get marked. However, with the suppression of most nil’s in the
last simpliﬁcation, they can be reached but the reachable markings are clean
in the sense that if we reach a marking where all the exit places have a token,
then no token is left elsewhere, and each exit place contains exactly one token.
• If we reintroduce the annotation ω on the control ﬂow arcs, the behaviours are
the same as if the tokens were replaced by tokens with some ﬁxed arbitrary colour
σ (in particular in the initial marking), since the same annotations occur in the
input and output arcs of each transition.
• The reintroduction of the store places only adds constraints to the basic com-
ponents, and those constraints are preserved in the compound nets; hence the
previous properties are still valid when store places are considered.
All the tokens handled by a component in loc-places (but the ones produced
by K(eval(. . .)), and the ones checked in constant locality places with the ﬁrst
simpliﬁcation) start with σ; the ones produced by a transition t labelled cA
start with σt, and the ones checked in constant locality places with the ﬁrst
simpliﬁcation do not have a σ part. For each possible σ, there is at most one
token starting with σ in the initial marking of each loc-place. Then, if we start
from an entry marking with a same trail in each entry place, this property will
be preserved (this is a strong form of 1-safeness since, in the high-level sense,
1-safeness means that at most one token of a given colour may ever be present
in any place). Indeed, the only loc-places which can receive tokens are ‘u’, ‘ui’,
‘selfA’ and ‘eA’-labelled, which are initially empty; for u, this corresponds to
a binding, by the well-formedness hypothesis there is only one binding action,
hence one corresponding ﬁlling transition, which may be ﬁred at most once from
the properties above; for the other ones, there may be many ﬁlling transitions t,
labelled cA, but each one may be ﬁred at most once and consequently produce
tokens starting with a diﬀerent σt.
• The tokens in the new-location place are accessible everywhere, due to place
merging, and once such a token is removed, it is never put back.
• If we consider the marking of the tuple-space place during the evolutions of the
translated net, we note that the data it contains are available, due to place mer-
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ging, to all the components all times (provided that the ﬁrst component of a
structured token in it matches the corresponding part of the token in the ‘n’-
labelled loc-place), and so they mimic the accessibility of data tuples captured
by the rules of the structural congruence and Struct.
• Only an o-labelled transition can add a token to the tuple-space place, simulating
the Out rule under the context ﬁxed by the contents of the loc-places.
• Only an i-labelled transition can remove a token from the tuple-space place,
simulating the InVar and InLoc rules under the context ﬁxed by the contents
of the checked loc-places; the context is extended in the case of a !u template.
• Each n-labelled transition takes a fresh location: it is the only one which can
add a new location into a loc-place (in K(in(!u)@n), the new location inserted in
place u was already present in the tuple-space place), simulating the New rule.
• Similarly as nil, the k-net K(nil) cannot execute any actions.
After connecting the various components, in Phase III, we have:
• Only a cA-labelled transition can form a new trail (by adding the transition
name to the current trail) and start a new execution of a net component K(A)
corresponding to a (recursive) deﬁnition, simulating the Eval rule.
• Each trail σ may only occur in a single component K(A) or K(li :: Pi): the empty
trail occurs in K(li :: Pi) and σ = t1 . . . tn occurs in K(A) if the label of tn is
cA; this may be proved by induction on the length of the trail, from the initial
marking and using arguments given below. If σ is the current trail, the ﬁring
of n-, i- or o-labelled transitions does not activate any other component; that of
cA-labelled transition t activates a component K(A) with σt-tokens accordingly
to the annotations of output arcs of t, since output eA-places of the cA-labelled
transitions have been identiﬁed with the entry places of K(A).
• Each component may be activated at most once with some trail σ; again, this
may be seen by induction on the length of the trail: K(li :: Pi) is activated by the
initial marking, and in an activation under the trail σ, since each transition may
be ﬁred once in the (unique) corresponding process net, one may only activate
once the σt invocation. Hence, there is no confusion amongst the various tokens
circulating in a single component.
• The copying of the actual parameters into the formal ones, together with the
copying of the localization, during a cA-labelled transition furnishes the correct
context for the execution of the new process instance.
We ﬁnally observe that the fact that the tuple-space place is connected directly to
each i-transition and o-transition is matched on the expression level by the Struct
rule and the deﬁnition of the ≡ relation (in particular, the ﬁrst two items, allowing
to move each data term on the right of each localized process term, as requested by
the InVar, InLoc and Out rules). 
To deal with the second translation, we cannot continue with the strong bisim-
ulation, and the second part of theorem 5.1 can be shown as follows.
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Proposition A.3 ltsN and ltsPN′(N) are weakly bisimilar transition systems.
Proof The proof proceeds in a similar way as before; however, instead of having
instances of Struct and process invocation PrInv rules, we have one or more silent
transitions activating an instance of the intended process in the current location,
which changes the nature of the bisimulation but not the visible evolutions. Note
that the uncall transitions are necessary to get the correspondence of the branching
structures of the two labelled transition systems. 
We then immediately get
Proposition A.4 ltsN and ltsPN′′(N) are strongly bisimilar transition systems.
Proof This follows from the previous result and the fact that the τ equivalence
eﬀectively simulates the call/uncall transitions while only keeping the visible evol-
utions. 
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